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Abstract
In this report, portable, quantitative, and sequential monitoring of copper ions and pyrophosphate (PPi) with a single sensor based
on a DNAzyme-Fe3O4 system and glucometer readout was performed. Initially, streptavidin was functionalized on the surface of
magnetic Fe3O4 spheres through glutaraldehyde. Then, an invertase-modified DNA Cu substrate was connected to the magnetic
Fe3O4 spheres by a specific reaction between streptavidin and biotin. The sensing system was formed by a hybridization reaction
between the Cu substrate and Cu enzyme. In the presence of Cu2+, Cu2+ will recognize the Cu DNA substrate and form an
“off-on” signal switch, thereby resulting in the separation of invertase from the Fe3O4 nanospheres. PPi recognizes Cu

2+ to form a
Cu2+-PPi complex, resulting in an “on-off” signal switch. Under optimized conditions, linear detection ranges for Cu2+ and PPi of
0.01–5 and 0.5–10 μM, and detection limits for Cu2+ and PPi of 10 nM and 500 nM, respectively, were obtained. Good
selectivity was achieved for the analysis of Cu2+ and PPi. Satisfactory results were achieved for this biosensor during the
determination of Cu2+ in real tap samples and PPi in human urine samples. This verified that the sensor is portable and low
cost, and can be applied to the sequential monitoring of multiple analytes with a single point-of-care biosensor.
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Introduction

Copper ions (Cu2+), an essential heavy metal element for liv-
ing organisms, are widely involved in a series of processes in
biological systems, such as electron transfer and redox reac-
tions. They play very significant roles as a catalytic cofactor in
different cellular physiological processes [1]. A lack of copper

in organisms can lead to growth and metabolic disorders,
while excessive copper can also produce toxic effects. For
example, neurodegenerative diseases including Parkinson’s,
Myankos, Wilson’s, Alzheimer’s, and amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis are caused by the disruption of copper metabolism
balance in vivo [2]. Pyrophosphate ions (PPi, P2O7

4−), as the
major anions in biological systems, are produced during DNA
polymerization, enzymatic reactions, and cellular metabolism
[3]. Published reports suggest that abnormal concentrations of
PPi in living cells can cause some diseases, such as arthritis
and chondrocalcinosis [4]. Driven by the great significance of
Cu2+ and PPi, substantial efforts have been made and various
strategies including electrochemistry [5], colorimetry [6],
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [7], surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) [8], and fluorescence [9] have been
adopted. These methods supply effective and diverse ap-
proaches for the determination of Cu2+ and PPi in a large
variety of cases. For example, Wang et al. have reported sev-
eral fluorescent biosensors for the determination of heavy ions
and PPi with a low detection limit and wide linear range
[10–13]. However, some inevitable limitations, such as
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expensive instruments and sophisticated operating procedures
remain. To tackle this problem, it is of significance to develop
new methods that are low cost and portable.

Point-of-care testing (POCT) involves clinical and bedside
tests performed at the bedside of a patient. It has attracted
increasing attention because it is portable, low cost, user
friendly, and on site [14, 15]. The most comprehensive
POCT involves the use of a personal glucose meter (PGM),
which is widely used by diabetes patients to monitor blood
glucose levels at home [16]. It allows the values of the glucose
concentration in the patient’s body to be read off easily
through a drop of blood. Consequently, it has raised the qual-
ity of life for millions of diabetic patients from all four corners
of the world. However, it usually detects only one object,
glucose. To make use of a PGM with many comparable ad-
vantages for other targets, Lu et al. reported the first example
of utilizing a PGM to detect nonglucose targets [17]. To date,
various targets, including proteins [18], nucleic acids [19, 20],
enzyme activity [21], SARS-CoV-2 [22], foodborne patho-
genic bacteria [23], ochratoxin A [24], pesticides and veteri-
nary drug residues [25], and heavy metal ions [26], have been
detected by PGM. We have also summarized the application
of a blood glucose meter from three aspects: biomedical anal-
ysis, food analysis, and environmental analysis [27].
However, there are only two articles in the literature about
Cu2+ detection based on a PGM. In 2014, Xiang et al. devel-
oped a Cu2+-sensing system based on an invertase-modified
magnetic bead signal amplification probe and a PGM [28]. In
2017, aided by a ligation DNAzyme releasing strategy and a
PGM, Lv et al. developed a portable and sensitive Cu2+-sens-
ing system [29]. To our knowledge, PGM-based sensors for
selective Cu2+ and PPi have not been reported to date.
Usually, multiple analytes are often limited by tedious sam-
pling and time-consuming pretreatments. Sequential detection
with a single sensor has attracted increasing attention due to its
low cost, fast speed, and effective analysis.

Inspired by the above considerations, we first report a novel
sequential detection of Cu2+ and PPi with a single sensor
based on the use of a PGM as a readout tool and a magnetic
sphere as the separation tool. The designed strategy is shown
in Scheme 1. Magnetic Fe3O4 spheres are prepared by the
hydrothermal method, and then capped with SiO2. After
functionalization with streptavidin, invertase was modified
with a DNA-named Cu substrate and Cu DNA enzyme to
form a sensing system. Upon targeting Cu2+, Cu2+ will recog-
nize the Cu DNA substrate and form an “on-off” signal
switch, thereby resulting in the separation of invertase from
the Fe3O4 nanospheres. In the presence of PPi, PPi will rec-
ognize Cu2+ to form a Cu2+-PPi complex, resulting in an
“off-on” signal switch. This signal change was collected by
a portable PGM. Therefore, a cost-effectiveness and portable
biosensor for the consecutive detection of Cu2+ and PPi was
built on the basis of the above “on-off-on” system. This

biosensor will provide potential applications in the fields of
molecular diagnosis and environmental monitoring.

Experimental

Reagents

We purchased FeCl3.6H2O and sucrose from Sangon Biotech
Co., Ltd. (China). CH3COONa.3H2O, ammonia, ethylene
glycol, tetraethylorthosilane (TEOS), and 3-aminopropyl)
triethoxysilane (APTES) were provided by Aladdin
Industrial Co., Ltd. (China). 4-(N-Maleimidomethyl)
c y c l o h e x a n e - 1 - c a r b o x y l i c a c i d 3 - s u l f o - N -
hydroxysuccinimide ester sodium salt (sulfo-SMCC),
1-(3-(dimethylamino)-propyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydro-
chloride (EDC), N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt
(sulfo-NHS), invertase (β-fructose-dase, from Baker’s yeast),
Tris (2-car-boxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP), and
Tween-20 were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co., Ltd.
(USA). Reagents used in the polyacrylamide gel electropho-
resis experiment and DNA sequences were provided by
Sangon Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). The lab-
oratory water was deionized water (≥ 18 MΩ·cm, Millipore).

Other buffer solutions were also employed:

Buffer A: 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer including
0.1 M NaCl (pH 7.4)
Buffer B: 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer including
0.1 M NaCl and 0.05% Tween-20 (pH 7.4)
Buffer C: 0.05M HEPES including 1.5 M NaCl (pH 7.0)

The DNA sequences used are shown below:

Cu-Enz (5′-GGTAAGCCTGGGCCTCTTTCTTTTTA
AGAAAGAAC-3′)
Cu-Sub (5′-biotin-(A)9AGCTTCTTTCTAATACGGCT
TACC-(A)9(CH2)6SH-3′

Instruments

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and
transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) images were collect-
ed using a JSM-7500 field emission electronmicroscope and a
Tecai G2 F20 S-TWIN (FEI, America) electron microscope.
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were measured
using a Nicolet Nexus FTIR 670 spectrometer (Thermo,
USA) with a measurement range of 400~4000 cm−1. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns were measured using a MinFlex
600 X-ray diffractometer. The ultraviolet visible absorption
spectrum was measured using a UV-2600 ultraviolet spectro-
photometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) or a Nanodrop One
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(Thermo Fisher Scientific, America). A glucose meter
(ACCU-CHEK Active, Germany) was used to determine the
glucose concentration.

Synthesis of Fe3O4-NH2 nanoparticles

The synthesis method for Fe3O4 nanoparticles was performed
according to the alcohol-thermal method reported in the liter-
ature and was appropriately modified [30]. Specifically,
FeCl3·6H2O (1.35 g) was dissolved in ethylene glycol
(40 ml) with constant stirring to form a transparent solution.
Then, 3.6 g NaAc and 1.0 g polyethylene glycol were added to
the above solution. After stirring vigorously for 1 h, the above
mixture was placed into a Teflon-lined stainless-steel auto-
clave and heated for 8 h at 200 °C. A cooling method was
used to cool the films from the furnace temperature to room
temperature. The precipitate was washed three times with ul-
trapure ethanol and water. The product was dried for 6 h at a
temperature of 60 °C.

Next, 0.04 g Fe3O4 was placed in 20 ml ethanol and ultra-
sonically dispersed for 1 h. Then, 12 ml of ultrapure water and
2 ml of ammonia solution were poured into the solution as
described above and transferred into a three-neck flask, and
the flask was mechanically stirred in a water bath at 45 °C.
Meanwhile, 400 μl TEOS was dissolved in 20 ml ethanol,
with mechanical stirring for 10 min. Subsequently, the above
mixture was poured into a three-neck flask and mechanically
stirred for 6 h. The precipitate was washed three times with
ultrapure ethanol and water. The Fe3O4-SiO2 product was
dried for 6 h at a temperature of 60 °C.

Third, the obtained Fe3O4-SiO2 was added to 100 ml eth-
anol (98%, v/v) and mechanically stirred for 20 min. After
100 μl APTES was added, the solution as described above
was mechanically stirred for 6 h. Then, the Fe3O4-NH2 nano-
particles were washed three times with ultrapure ethanol and
water and dried for 6 h at a temperature of 60 °C.

Synthesis of Fe3O4-SA

Streptavidin was coupled to Fe3O4-NH2 nanoparticles by glu-
taraldehyde. Typically, 5 mg Fe3O4-NH2 nanoparticles were
placed in buffer A (5 ml). After ultrasonication for 20 min,
200 μl glutaraldehyde (25%) was added and gently vortexed
at 37 °C for 3 h. Subsequently, the solution as described above
was washed with PBS four times and suspended in 4.5 ml
PBS. After 1 mg/ml streptavidin (100 μg/ml) was added, the
solution described above was gently vortexed at 37 °C for
12 h and then finally washed with buffer A.

Synthesis of the Cu sub-invertase

DNA-invertase was synthesized according to the literature
procedures [17]. In brief, 0.5 mg sulfo-SMCC was mixed with
100 μl invertase (20 mg/ml) and then vortexed at room temper-
ature for 2 h. Subsequently, excess insoluble sulfo-SMCC was
removed by centrifugation (3000 rpm/min, 10 min). The super-
natant was then subjected to ultrafiltration with a 100-kDaMW
filter and termed solution A. Meanwhile, 60 μl Cu-Sub
(20 μM) and 2 μl TCEP (3 mM) were added to 2 μl PBS
(0.1 M, pH 5.5). After reacting at room temperature for 1 h,
the solution described above was washed with a 30-kDa-MW
filter by buffer A and termed solution B. Finally, solutions A
and B were mixed and then reacted at room temperature for
48 h. After the solution was purified with a 100-kDa-MW filter
using buffer A, the mixture was kept in 100 μl buffer A.

Synthesis of Cu-Sub-Fe3O4

Cu sub-invertase was added to the streptavidin-modified
Fe3O4 solution (5 μM of the final concentration). After the
solution was mixed gently at room temperature for 0.5 h, the
Cu-Sub-Fe3O4 was washed with buffer A three times with a
magnet.

Scheme 1 Schematic illustration for portable and quantitative monitoring of pyrophosphatase activity using DNAzyme with a personal glucose meter
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Detection of Cu2+

First, Cu-Sub-Fe3O4 (1 μM), Cu-Enz (2 μM), 5 μl of 5 mM
ascorbate, and various concentrations of Cu2+ were added to
200 μl buffer C for 2 h at 43 °C to form a sensing system.
Then, the above system was washed with a magnet to remove
the excess Cu-Enz. Subsequently, 5 μl sucrose (1 M) was
added to the 10-μl sensing system. After reacting at room
temperature for 40 min, a PGM was used to measure the
glucose concentration.

Detection of PPi

First, 1 μM Cu-Sub-Fe3O4, 2 μM Cu-Enz, 5 μl of 5 mM
ascorbate, Cu2+ (5 μM), and various concentrations of PPi
were added to 200 μl buffer C for 3 h at 43 °C to form a
sensing system. Then, we removed the excess Cu-Enz from
the above system with a magnet. Afterwards, 5 μl sucrose
(1 M) was added to the 10-μl sensing system. After reacting
at room temperature for 40 min, a PGM was used to measure
the glucose concentration.

Results and discussion

The principle of the fabricated biosensor

The framework of the fabricated biosensor for the determina-
tion of Cu2+ and PPi is schematically described in Scheme 1. It
involves six principal processes: (1) synthesis of magnetic
Fe3O4@SiO2 nanoparticles, (2) preparation of Cu-sub-
invertase, (3) connection of Cu-sub-invertase with magnetic
Fe3O4@SiO2 nanoparticles, (4) formation of the magnetic
sensing probe, (5) fabrication of an “off-on” sensing system
and PGM detection, and (6) fabrication of an “on-off” sensing
system and PGM detection. In step 1, magnetic Fe3O4@SiO2

nanoparticles are first synthesized by the hydrothermal meth-
od and then modified with a SiO2 shell. In step 2, the above
magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles are modified with streptavidin
by glutaraldehyde. In step 3, magnetic Fe3O4@SiO2 nanopar-
ticles are connected with DNA through the specific reaction
between streptavidin and biotin. In step 4, magnetic sensing
probes are fabricated by the hybridization reaction between
Cu-EnZ and Cu-sub. After magnetic separation, sucrose is
added to the above system to prompt sucrose into glucose,
and then the glucose signal is detected by a PGM. At this time,
the glucose signal is very low. In step 5, with the existence of
Cu2+, it can cut DNA Cu-sub. After magnetic separation, in-
vertase left the magnetic nanoparticles and stayed in the
sensing system to prompt sucrose into glucose, and then
the glucose signal was detected by a PGM. This will cat-
alyze the conversion of sucrose into glucose and thus
obtain a high signal. This is an “off-on” sensing system.

Subsequently, with the existence of PPi, a Cu2+-PPi com-
plex was formed by the binding reaction between Cu2+

and PPi. After magnetic separation, invertase remained
in the system, and thus, a low signal was obtained. This
is an “on-off” sensing system. Through the use of this
“off-on-off” sensing system, Cu2+ and PPi were detected
consecutively with one sensor.

Characterization of Fe3O4-NH2 nanoparticles

To realize our design, the most basic precondition for the
successful fabrication of DNAzyme-Fe3O4 nanosystems is
to gain a highly efficient magnetic probe. TEM, XRD, and
FTIR were carried out to characterize the morphology of
Fe3O4-NH2 nanoparticles. As shown in Fig. 1A, Fe3O4 nano-
particles have a better dispersion, particle size uniformity, and
homogeneous spherical structure. Compared with bare Fe3O4

nanoparticles, a white silicon shell was discovered outside the
black Fe3O4 nanosphere, indicating the successful preparation
of Fe3O4@SiO2 nanospheres. Figure 2B gives the XRD pat-
tern for Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Eight sharp diffraction peaks are
observed located at 2θ = 30.1°, 35.6°, 37.1°, 43.1°, 53.4°,
56.99°, and 62.6°, which belong to the (220), (311), (222),
(400), (422), (511), (440), and (533) crystal planes of the cubic
spinel structures for Fe3O4 nanoparticles, respectively, from a
comparison with JCPDS file Card No. 99-0073. This is con-
sistent with the previous reported literature [31], indicating
that Fe3O4 nanoparticles were successfully synthesized using
this method. Finally, FTIR spectra for Fe3O4, Fe3O4-SiO2,
and Fe3O4-NH2 were studied and are shown in Fig. 1C.
Comparedwith line a, line b and line c show a new absorbance
at 789 cm−1 and 1110 cm−1, respectively, corresponding to the
plane stretching vibration peaks and bending vibration absorp-
tion kurtosis of Si–O–Si, indicating successful preparation of
the SiO2 shell. The stretching vibration peak for N–H at
1612 cm−1 was discovered at line c, indicating that the amino
groups were successfully connected to the surface of
SiO2-coated magnetic particles [32].

Characterization of the Fe3O4-DNA nanocomposite

To achieve our design, the key process for the successful
fabrication of DNAzyme-Fe3O4 nanosystems is to connect
DNA Cu-Enz with Fe3O4 nanoparticles. To certify the suc-
cessful preparation of the magnetic sensing probe, UV-Vis
absorbance spectroscopy was conducted for Fe3O4@SiO2

and Fe3O4-DNA, as demonstrated in Fig. 2A. A stark absorp-
tion peak located at 260 nm is equivalent to that for DNA that
appeared for Fe3O4@SiO2 after modification of DNA. In ad-
dition, these results also demonstrate the successful synthesis
of Fe3O4@SiO2-DNA.
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The feasibility of the fabricated biosensor

A series of control experiments were performed and the PGM
readings were collected to demonstrate the feasibility of the
fabricated biosensor. As demonstrated in Fig. 2B, the PGM
signals for buffer solution (histogram a), Fe3O4-DNA (his-
togram b), and the magnetic sensing probe (histogram c)
were low due to no obvious glucose production, indicating
that this biosensor has a low background signal. However,
in the presence of Cu2+, a much higher signal was gener-
ated (histogram d). This indicated that the invertase was
introduced into the magnetic sensing probe with the addi-
tion of Cu2+ because Cu2+ could cut Cu-Enz DNA and
release the invertase into the sensing system to form an
“off-on” sensing system. The generated invertase will cat-
alyze sucrose conversion into glucose, and thus, signals
can be captured by a PGM. Subsequently, with the addition
of PPi and Cu2+, a lower signal was detected (histogram f).
This is because Cu2+ is captured by PPi and then the mag-
netic sensing probe is finally restored shortly to form an
“on-off” system. Invertase was removed with the magnetic
sensing probe. No amount of glucose was generated, and
the signal was very small. This result indicated the feasi-
bility of the designed magnetic sensing probe for sequen-
tial detection of Cu2+ and PPi.

Optimization of the experimental conditions

For the purpose of realizing the best sensing performance,
several experimental parameters for the designed magnetic
sensing probe and the detection procedures were optimized.
First, the preparation of a magnetic sensing probe was the key
step for sequential detection of Cu2+ and PPi. Thus, the
Cu-sub to Cu-Enz ratio was investigated and is demonstrated
in Fig. 3A. As the ratio increased, the PGM signal increased
and then reached a plateau after 2:1. This indicated that a ratio
of 2:1 is sufficient for the formation of the sensing system, and
this value was thus chosen for the optimized condition.
Subsequently, the cleavage time for Cu2+ with DNAzyme
influences the sensitivity of our sensing system. Thus, the
cleavage time of Cu2+ with DNAzyme between 20 and
180 min was studied. As shown in Fig. 3B, the signal was
increased with the cleavage time until 120 min. A longer
cleavage time did not result in any obvious change. To save
the assay, 120 min was selected as the cleavage time for Cu2+

with DNAzyme. Furthermore, the enzyme catalysis time also
affects the system signal. Different catalysis times ranging
from 5 to 50 min were investigated. As shown in Fig. 3C,
the signal increased at a steady rate upon increasing the en-
zyme catalysis time until 40 min. Thus, a reaction time of
40 min was used in further steps.

Fig. 1 A TEM of Fe3O4@SiO2 and B XRD of Fe3O4, and C FTIR of Fe3O4, Fe3O4-SiO2, and Fe3O4-NH2

Fig. 2 A UV-Vis absorbance
spectroscopy of Fe3O4@SiO2 (a)
and Fe3O4-DNA (b). B The PGM
signal intensity under different
conditions: (a) buffer solution, (b)
Fe3O4-DNA, (c) magnetic sens-
ing probe, (d) magnetic sensing
probe in the presence of Cu2+, (e)
magnetic sensing probe in the
presence of Cu2+ and PPi
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Detection of Cu2+

According to the above scheme, the concentration of Cu2+

was determined by the final concentration of released probes.
Under the optimized conditions, the analytical performance of
the proposed “off-on-off” sensor for Cu2+ was investigated.
As shown in Fig. 4A, the PGM signals increased with the
Cu2+ concentration. A linear relationship between the PGM
signal and the logarithmic Cu2+ concentration was achieved in
the range of 0.01–5 μM, as demonstrated in Fig. 4B. The
linear equation for the PGM signal = 42.3811 +

5.1396lgC[Cu2+] (R = 0.9917). The detection limit was
10 nM. Compared with other reported references, our sensing
system exhibits comparative sensitivity, as demonstrated in
Table 1. Furthermore, the selectivity of this biosensor was
investigated by replacing Cu2+ with other ions, such as Zn2+,
Pb2+, Fe2+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Ba2+, and Cd2+. No obvious changes
in the PGM signal were achieved compared to that of Cu2+ at
the same concentration, indicating the excellent selectivity of
our biosensor. Subsequently, the stability of the sensing probe
was evaluated by detecting the PGM signal over 14 days. The
probe was prepared and stored in a refrigerator at 4 °C. After

Fig. 4 A PGM signals of the
sensor system with various
concentrations of Cu2+, B the
corresponding linear relationship
between the signal and the
concentration of Cu2+ from
10 nM to 5 μM. C Selectivity of
the sensor system for Cu2+ against
Zn2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Ba2+,
and Ca2+.D Stability of the sensor
system for Cu2+ determined by
14 days

Fig. 3 The effect of the ratio of Cu-sub and Cu-Enz (A), the enzymatic cleaving time of Cu2+ with DNAzyme (B), and enzymatic catalysis time (C) on
the PGM signal
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2 weeks, the PGM signal of the biosensor kept about 91.2% of
its initial value. The slight decrease in the signal response may
be due to the gradual denature of SA and invertase. This is
sufficient for the practical application of Cu2+ biosensors.

Detection of PPi

Furthermore, the feasibility of the sensing system for PPi de-
tection with the support of Cu2+ was investigated. Figure 5A
demonstrates the PGM signal of the sensor system for differ-
ent concentrations of PPi in the presence of 5.0 μMCu2+. The
PGM signals decrease with increasing PPi concentration. A
linear relationship between the PGM signal and the PPi con-
centration is achieved in the range from 0.5 to 10 μM. The
linear equation for the PGM signal = 15.0454 − 1.3163C[PPi]

(R = 0.9920). The detection limit was determined to be
500 nM. Compared with other reported references, our sens-
ing system exhibits comparative sensitivity, as shown in
Table 2. Furthermore, the selectivity of this biosensor was
investigated by replacing PPi with other potential interfer-
ences including PO4

3−, HPO4
2−, H2PO4

−, HCO3
−, CO3

2−,
SO4

2−, and F−. No obvious changes in the PGM signal were
observed compared to that for PPi at the same concentration,
indicating the excellent selectivity of our biosensor. This is
sufficient for the practical application of PPi biosensors.

Detection of Cu2+ and PPi in real samples

To certify the potential application of our fabricated
“off-on-off” biosensor for the determination of Cu2+, tap wa-
ter samples from Hangzhou Dianzi University with Cu2+

added were tested using the standard addition method. As
demonstrated in Table 3, recoveries were obtained in the range
of 96.8% and 116%. Moreover, human urine from Hangzhou
Cancer Hospital was selected as an example for PPi detection.
As demonstrated in Table 4, recoveries were obtained in the
range of 96.6% and 109.6%, indicating excellent practical
application ability in real analytical samples.

Conclusion

In summary, a portable, quantitative, and sequential monitor-
ing system for copper ions and pyrophosphate based on a
DNAzyme-Fe3O4 nanosystem and glucometer readout was
fabricated. This “off-on-off” sensing system has the advan-
tages of low cost, portability, and user friendliness.
Satisfactory results were achieved for this biosensor for the
detection of Cu2+ in real serum samples and PPi in human
urine samples. Therefore, we anticipate that this biosensor
has potential for application in clinical biological analysis
and may lead to online, real-time sensing, and can be even
employed for personal use in families.

Table 2 Comparison of our “off-on-off” sensor with reports from other
references

Detection method Linear range Detection limit Ref.

Fluorescence 0.5–8 μM 184 nM [1]

Colorimetric 1–10 μM 700 nM [9]

Fluorescence – 10 nM [37]

Fluorescence 0–5 μM 65.36 nM [38]

Fluorescence – 89 nM [39]

Glucose meter 0.5–10 μM 500 nM This work

Table 1 Comparison of our “off-on-off” sensor with reports from other
references

Detection method Linear range Detection limit Ref.

Chemiluminescence 0.002–9.0 μM 0.9 nM [33]

Electrochemistry 0.1–30 μM 20 nM [34]

Fluorescence 0.1–2 μM 57.8 nM [1]

Lateral flow biosensor – 10 nM [35]

Dynamic light scattering 100 pM–2 nM 60 pM [36]

Glucose meter 0.01–1 μM 10 nM [28]

Glucose meter 0.01–10 μM 1 nM [29]

Glucose meter 0.01–5 μM 10 nM This work

Fig. 5 A The corresponding
linear relationship between the
PGM signal and concentration of
PPi from 0.5 to 10 μM. B
Selectivity of the sensing system
for PPi against other potential
interferences
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